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CONTENT -
Indya presents a new line of exquisitely handcrafted jewellery that reinvents traditional
accessories for the modern muse.

Indulge in the craftsmanship and finesse of feminine yet multi-dimensional pieces. Luxurious
necklace sets and statement maangtikas are rendered using contemporary gemstones in
traditional Meenakari, Kundan and Polki work, and punctuated with enamel and pearl
accents. Dainty studs, bold jhumka earrings and stellar bracelets with floral and abstract
geometric motifs personify bohemian elegance by bringing the runway trend of mixed metals
into your treasure trove of accessories. Here’s your cue to invest in our functional yet à la
mode collection, replete with re-imagined classics that mesmerise.

When done right, accessories truly present the finishing touch to every ensemble and leave
a lasting impact. Indya’s latest collection of bespoke jewellery is bound to complement the
sophisticated elegance of your wardrobe, and promises to elevate every celebration ten-fold!

HERE’S A LITTLE SOMETHING FROM US TO YOU!
FLAT 10% OFF

ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF ACCESSORIES
USE CODE <>

FINAL PRINT -



SIDDARTHA TYTLER X FABALLEY

INDYA LUXE INSERT FOLDER

Back content -

Hey there!

We’re elated to present to you Indya Luxe—an exclusive collection of beautifully crafted
ensembles that make for perfect wedding and occasion wear.

Meticulously crafted silhouettes are uplifted with gilded touches and spell-binding details, in
a decadent colour palette that transcends seasons. Sultry sarees for starlit nights, lehengas
to twinkle and twirl in, exquisite suit and sharara sets for dreamy soirées, contemporary
fusion sets and gowns for the modern muse, and handcrafted jewellery that adds elegance
to every ensemble—our lineup brings sophisticated sensuality to every celebratory
wardrobe.

Here’s to adding a dash of glitz and glam into your festivities with a little something from our
latest collection at Indya Luxe, and hoping you love it as much as we loved designing it!

Love,
Team Indya
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